And up.
And up.
Recycling your newspaper really adds up.

Through the simple act of recycling,
one person can make a big difference.
Just place your newspapers, junk mail,
magazines and other papers in an
OCRRA blue bin to help conserve trees
and create a brighter future for those
who need it most.

Save the world a little each day.
See how at
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Jake Barrett
OCRRA Chairperson

n the early 1990’s, OCRRA was created by
the New York State Legislature and was
tasked with managing the solid waste
produced in Onondaga County. This complex
task is directed through the tireless effort of 15
dedicated, volunteer board members. In 2010,
the Board welcomed three new members:
Khristopher Dodson, Hanah Ehrenreich and
Scott Gerharz. Thanks to the entire board for
their commitment to the environment and to
our community.
A significant date facing all county residents
is the year 2015, a year when existing bonds
mature and operating contracts expire at the
Waste-to-Energy Facility. As your appointed
officials, OCRRA Board members meet on a
regular basis to deliberate on the future of
waste generated in the county. Sustainability,
cost-effectiveness and regulatory issues all
come into play as we wrestle with keeping the
well-oiled OCRRA machine humming.
Another noteworthy topic the Board spent
significant hours exploring in 2010 is contract
renewals with both Haulers and Material
Recovery Facilities. The end result of these
efforts is assurance that recyclables continue
to be collected and processed in Onondaga
County.
Recycling is a major part of OCRRA’s operations
and communications. In 2010, the Blue Ribbon
Recycler program, which recognizes businesses
that go above and beyond in recycling and
waste reduction, culminated with the selection
of eight Recyclers of the Year, each representing
a different industry category. Honoring the
Recyclers of the Year provides examples to
other businesses on how to achieve recycling
excellence, and possibly save money too.
One step that has a major impact on waste
generation and monetary savings, but requires
little effort, is setting copiers to double side
all documents. Many companies also found
collecting their redeemable containers allowed
them to donate proceeds to charities, including
Water For People (provides water services
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to third world countries) and the Booker T.
Washington Center (sends underprivileged
kids on college visits that they could not
otherwise afford on their own).
The Blue Ribbon Recycler program is but one
of the many ways OCRRA advocates for the
environment. 2010 was a year of accolades for
OCRRA.

1)

The New York State Association for
Reduction, Reuse and Recycling
(NYSAR3) honored OCRRA with the
“Recycler of the Year, Team-Public
Sector” award,

2)

The US Composting Council
bestowed the “2010 Composting
Program of the Year” award on OCRRA,

3)

Keep America Beautiful, a national,
community-based volunteer
organization honored OCRRA
with two, first place awards in the
following categories:
Litter Prevention-for the annual
Earth Day Litter Clean-Up, which
removed almost two million
pounds of litter from our roadways
and parks since 1994;
Waste Reduction and Recyclingfor the new public education
campaign “Save the World a Little
Each Day,” which helped our
community recycle 14% more
paper in 2009.

Each day our community contributes to
OCRRA’s mission of managing the solid
waste produced in our county, whether by
volunteering to pick up litter on Earth Day (and
every day) or by recycling daily at home, at
school and at work. OCRRA is proud to provide
education and services to the community that
help improve our environment.

I

Report From the Executive Director

n 2010, the New York State Department
of Environmental Resources finalized its
“Beyond Waste” solid waste management
plan. This plan sets extremely aggressive
waste reduction and composting goals with
frequent acknowledgement that those goals
will require abundant resources. To quote
from the document:

which has the potential to change how
many of OCRRA’s programs work. With the
advent of New York State’s EPR legislation
for e-waste, OCRRA ended its Community
Collection Center (C3) operation. The closure was both an ending of approximately
$100,000 in annual program costs, and a beginning of the shift of end-of-life burdens.

“With municipal governments shouldering
much of the burden of solid waste management,
meeting new goals and making maximum use
of new options for reducing the amount of waste
disposed will necessitate significant State participation in the form of grants, training, planning assistance, and demonstration projects.”

Local municipalities and other solid waste
organizations, like OCRRA, were once held responsible for the cost of proper disposal for
these items. Now, thanks to EPR legislation,
equipment manufacturers shoulder this economic responsibility, which will no doubt encourage innovative design concepts that allow
for easier recyclability and more material recovery at the end of a product’s life. An added
benefit for consumers is this will also increase
the convenience factor; items will be able to
be recycled more readily by consumers due
to added drop-off locations and programs.

From my perspective, these resources cannot be delivered soon enough. “Resource
constrained” aptly describes operations, programming and investment in solid waste infrastructure throughout both the public and
private sectors. OCRRA is not alone in considering an environmental oxymoron; the more
we reduce and recycle waste, the more we
penalize program revenues. As this annual report demonstrates, OCRRA walked the walk of
its vision and mission by consistently reducing waste, recycling with best in class awardwinning results and even adding recyclables
and organics programs. OCRRA’s critical goal
for the future is proper alignment of revenue with reward for its successful programs.
In this report, we hope the reader also can appreciate OCRRA’s significant cost reductions in
operating expenses. The need to cut costs included an agency-wide salary freeze in 2010.
OCRRA also severely reduced its spending in
public education, contractual and professional services. In numerous instances, OCRRA
sustained important environmental services,
but with reduced frequency or scope of service, in order to cut costs.

EPR is a powerful solid waste development,
and its New York State evolution in 2011 will
be extremely interesting to watch unfold. EPR
legislation in other states currently embraces
paints, mercury containing devices, carpet and
batteries with versatile recycling infrastructure
and reduced costs to taxpayers. Packaging and
printed materials, governed by EPR in Canada
and Europe, are on the docket in nearby states.
I close with thanks to the OCRRA Board and
everyone in the community who volunteered
and helped OCRRA achieve so much awardwinning success, even in the difficult economics of 2010.
To read more about OCRRA and all that we
have accomplished together, please check
out our annual waste-to-energy reports, budgets and recycling reports, which are posted,
just like this one, at www.OCRRA.org.

Notable too in 2010 was the emergence
of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR),
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n 2010, local residents, businesses and schools
joined together to “Save the World a Little Each
Day,” by recycling over 530,000 tons of material. This environmental effort prevented the generation of over one million metric tons of carbon
dioxide; the equivalent of removing over 189,000
passenger vehicles from the road (per US EPA
WARM model).

dents with perfectly prepared recycling bins, including a grand prize of two SONY VAIO computer
notebooks, donated by RockTenn.
OCRRA’s recycling and waste reduction program
was recognized by multiple organizations in 2010
for excellence in service and communication. The
NY State Association for Reduction, Reuse, and Recycling (NYSAR3) awarded OCRRA’s Recycling staff
the Recycler of the Year Award in the “Public Sector, Team” category. In addition, OCRRA received
two awards from Keep America Beautiful; the First
Place National Award for Litter Prevention, for the
annual Earth Day Litter Clean-Up, and the First
Place National Award for Waste Reduction and
Recycling, for the success of the “Save the World
a Little Each Day” public education campaign. Finally, OCRRA was awarded “Compost Program of
the Year” from the US Composting Council, a national non-profit professional organization that
promotes organics composting.

2010 marked the 20th Anniversary of OCRRA’s
community-wide recycling program. Since 1990,
over 12 million tons of residential, commercial
and institutional waste have been kept out of the
trash and recycled; avoided waste disposal costs
exceed $650 million!
As part of the 20th anniversary recycling celebration, OCRRA launched the “Best Blue Bin on the
Block” contest. Teaming up with local businesses,
including Byrne Dairy, Sheraton Syracuse University Hotel, Syracuse Crunch Hockey Team, Doubletree Hotel and Ichiban Japanese Steakhouse,
OCRRA awarded prizes to randomly selected resi-

Cort and Maise Ruddy collecting litter along
the Erie Canal banks during OCRRA’s 2010 Earth
Day Litter Clean-Up.

JADAK, LLC employees (center), flanked by OCRRA’s Dave Nettle (left)
and Andrew Radin (right), accept their 2010 Blue Ribbon Recycler
of the Year (manufacturing category) award. JADAK was one of eight
companies honored for their recycling prowess in 2010.
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2010 Recycling Program Highlights:
New Item Added to Blue Bin Collection
sistent with NY State’s “Beyond Waste” plan to advance organic waste composting.

In 2010, OCRRA announced the addition of #5
plastics to the list of mandatory recyclables. In
July 2010, residents and businesses began recycling #5 plastics, such as wide-mouth margarine
containers and yogurt containers. This decision
was based on market research and consultations
with the Material Recovery Facilities.

OCRRA projects that over 9,000 tons of institutional and commercial food waste will be processed
annually at the site by the year 2015.
43 Local Businesses Certified as “Blue Ribbon
Recyclers”

Over 1,000 Tons of Food Waste Composted

OCRRA’s “Blue Ribbon Recycler Program” incentivizes businesses to achieve recycling excellence by
providing recognition they can share with their
customers. To date, there are over 40 certified Blue
Ribbon Recyclers, and the list continues to grow.

In 2008, OCRRA began accepting institutional and
commercial food waste at its Amboy Compost
Site using an extended aerated static pile system
(EASP). The project continues to grow. In 2010,
over 1,000 tons of commercial and institutional
food waste was processed from a variety of local sources, including Syracuse University dining
halls. OCRRA’s EASP system is a valuable resource
for the region’s waste diversion efforts, and is con-

Each applicant to the program must meet specific
recycling and waste reduction criteria, such as
providing recycling containers for all employees
and purchasing recycled content paper.

Dwarfed by the Vermeer grinder, OCRRA’s Tom Furgeson prepares to chip up yard waste at OCRRA’s Amboy Compost Site.
The Amboy Site manages community yard waste and food waste from local grocery stores, big box stores and educational
institutions. Both the food and yard waste is processed into nutrient-rich compost that residents can utilize in gardening
and landscaping projects.
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Transfer Operations

T

this change in service hours continue to roll in.
Our highly professional corps of drivers continued to demonstrate their skills by logging nearly
550,000 miles driven without a motor vehicle acci2010, although there was a slight increase in C&D dent. In addition, lost time accidents at the Transintake in the last quarter of the year. We are hope- fer Stations remained at low levels. These statistics
ful that this signals an upturn in the economy.
reflect the safety consciousness of the workforce,
which is reinforced by our ongoing, comprehenOCRRA maintained our cost cutting initiatives sive Safety Training program. Our goal continues
from 2009 and further reduced our operational to be zero accidents.
costs by leaving employee vacancies unfilled, unless there was an operational necessity to do so.
The Ley Creek Transfer Station received 87,600
tons of C&D and outsized MSW in 2010. This mateCustomers responded enthusiastically to the rial was sorted and processed for delivery either to
Tuesday through Saturday operating schedule at the Waste-to-Energy Facility or to an out of county
the Rock Cut Road Transfer Station, which was in- landfill. In addition, over 2,300 tons of scrap metal
stituted last year. Favorable comments regarding and corrugated cardboard were recovered by the
he economy continued to have a negative impact on OCRRA’s Transfer Operations in 2010.
Low volumes of MSW and Construction and
Demolition Debris (C&D) continued from 2009 into
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workers at Ley Creek for recycling. Scheduled replacement of some processing equipment was
postponed and repairs to the facility were restricted to those which directly affected customer and
employee safety and health. Old lighting systems
are being replaced with more energy efficient systems in a continuing effort to reduce energy consumption and operating costs.
Moving forward, OCRRA will continue to provide
excellent customer service at our Transfer Stations while working to improve upon our already
impressive safety record. Continuing to search for
methods and procedures to lower our operating
costs without compromising safety and service is
our mission.

Russell Johnson operates an excavator at the Ley Creek
Transfer Station. Safe equipment operation helped
OCRRA achieve low levels of lost time accidents in 2010.

Warren Wagner, Bill Culpepper and JP Voytko, of Black Shoe Builders, drop off roofing material at the Rock Cut Road Transfer
Station in 2010. The Rock Cut Road Transfer Station consolidated its work week to a Tuesday through Saturday schedule,
which allowed for expanded hours of operation on Saturdays. This reduced overtime costs and pleased customers.
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Energy from Waste

T

he Onondaga County Waste-to-Energy (WTE)
Facility, located off Route I-481 in Jamesville, is
a key component of OCRRA’s environmentally-sound and innovative resource recovery system.
This WTE Facility utilizes a mass-burn combustion
system to safely and efficiently generate steam,
and ultimately electricity, from the non-recyclable
materials in the waste stream. Without this Facility,
the non-recyclable materials generated by the local
community would be hauled many miles to out-ofCounty landfills, as was the case before the Facility
was constructed. Instead, this Facility makes responsible and local management of the community’s
non-recyclable waste stream possible.

cellence. In 2010, more than 700 visitors toured the
Facility and learned firsthand about its operations.
Environmental Excellence
Paramount to Facility operations is ensuring that the
Facility’s emissions are protective of human health
and the environment. A state-of-the-art air pollution
control system is integrated into the Facility so that
it may comply with one of the strictest air permits in
the nation. This system consists of ammonia injection in the boiler, activated carbon and lime injection in the scrubber, and particulate filtering in the
baghouse. Emissions from the Facility are carefully
monitored through continuous emissions monitors (CEMs) and annual stack testing. The 2010 stack
testing results indicate that the Facility continues to
meet all its permit limits (see table), with many of
the parameters well below the permit limits.

OCRRA’s core values – integrity and honesty, environmental stewardship, fiscal responsibility, and
excellence-in-service provide the foundation for operation of the WTE Facility. Each year, OCRRA posts
detailed annual WTE Reports, as well as all of the
annual air and ash testing results on www.OCRRA.
org. OCRRA and Covanta Onondaga, the operator of
the Facility, take great pride in the Facility’s strong
track record of operational and environmental ex-

In addition to reducing the volume of material
that must be hauled to out-of-County landfills by
90%, the Onondaga County WTE Facility generates
enough electricity to power roughly 30,000 homes
and the Facility itself. Utilization of non-recyclable

The Waste-to-Energy Facility in Jamesville is where Onondaga County’s non-recyclable trash is converted into energy,
generating enough electricity to power nearly 30,000 households and the Facility itself. Energy proceeds help fund OCRRA’s
recycling programs.
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electricity – enough to power nearly 30,000 households and the Facility itself. The Facility’s metal recovery systems recovered 9,000 tons of ferrous and
non-ferrous metal for recycling, which would have
otherwise ended up in a landfill. Lastly, 77,534 tons
(24.6% of the original trash weight) of non-hazardous ash residue were sent to a landfill for use as
alternative daily cover (see table for ash testing results). The beneficial reuse of the ash residue means
that other materials, such as clean soil, do not need
to be used for landfill daily cover.

materials as a fuel source for electricity generation
reduces dependence on fossil fuels and increases
energy independence. WTE is also a technology
that reduces greenhouse gases. Although the combustion process generates carbon dioxide emissions, there are avoided greenhouse gas emissions
due to the prevention of landfill methane emissions,
the displacement of electricity that would otherwise have been generated using fossil fuels and the
recovery of metals for recycling. Ultimately, there is
an overall reduction in greenhouse gases – generally about one ton of greenhouse gas emissions are
avoided per ton of trash processed.

Coupling environmental and operational excellence
at the Onondaga County WTE Facility with one of
the highest nationwide overall community recycling rates, OCRRA certainly succeeds in achieving
its mission of serving the local community with a
world-class resource recovery system.

Operational Excellence
2010 marks the Facility’s sixteenth year of safe, reliable and efficient operations. Despite another difficult economic year with historically low trash tonnages, the Facility maintained its strong operational
track record. In 2010, the Facility processed 315,385
tons of non-hazardous, non-recyclable waste
(enough to overfill the Syracuse Carrier Dome) and,
in doing so, generated 218,118 megawatt hours of

Results from 2010 Stack Testing (As a % of Permit Limit)
Cadmium (lb/hr)
Carbon Monoxide (lb/hr)
Dioxins/Furans (ng/dscm @ 7% O2)
Hydrogen Chloride (lb/hr)
Lead (lb/hr)
Mercury (lb/hr)
Nitrogen Oxides* (lb/hr)
Particulates (gr/dscf @ 7% O2)
Sulfur Dioxide (lb/hr)

* Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) emissions are
controlled via injection of ammonia
into the boiler. Ammonia injection is
continuously optimized to ensure
emissions stay below the NOx and
ammonia permit limits.
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Onondaga County WTE Facility
2010 Annual Stack Test Results
Average Measured Emissions1

FEDERAL
STATE

TESTED ANNUALLY

Constituent
Cadmium (mg/dscm @ 7% O 2)
Cadmium (lb/hr)
Carbon Monoxide (lb/hr)
Dioxins/Furans (ng/dscm @ 7% O 2)
Hydrogen Chloride (ppmdv @ 7% O 2)
Hydrogen Chloride (lb/hr)
Hydrogen Chloride Removal Efficiency (%)
Lead (mg/dscm @ 7% O 2)
Lead (lb/hr)
Mercury (lb/hr)
Nitrogen Oxides (lb/hr)
Particulates (gr/dscf @ 7% O 2)
PM10 (gr/dscf @ 7% O 2)
PM10 (lb/hr)
Sulfur Dioxide (lb/hr)
Ammonia (ppmdv @ 7% O 2)
Ammonia (lb/hr)
Dioxins/Furans-2,3,7,8 TCDD TEQ (ng/dscm @ 7% O 2)
Dioxins/Furans-2,3,7,8 TCDD TEQ (lb/hr)
Mercury (µg/dscm @ 7% O2)
Mercury Removal Efficiency (%)
Zinc (lb/hr)

UNITS:

Unit 1
5.50E-04
8.41E-05
1.01E+00
2.42E+00
3.11E+00
7.14E-01
99.5
1.44E-02
2.22E-03
9.49E-05
5.44E+01
2.99E-04
4.65E-04
1.87E-01
3.47E+00
8.90E-01
9.55E-02
2.79E-02
4.47E-09
6.20E-01
99.5
6.73E-03

<

<
<

<
>

Unit 2
6.51E-03
1.06E-03
1.09E+00
1.03E+00
2.37E+00
5.94E-01
99.7
1.13E-01
1.84E-02
4.21E-04
5.25E+01
6.81E-03
3.18E-03
1.29E+00
6.91E+00
< 8.44E-01
< 9.87E-02
2.27E-02
3.38E-09
2.59E+00
98.2
6.97E-02

Unit 3
1.26E-03
2.05E-04
1.01E+00
1.30E+00
2.53E+00
6.39E-01
99.7
2.36E-02
3.84E-03
1.35E-04
5.32E+01
1.52E-03
5.33E-04
2.17E-01
4.50E-01
1.47E+00
1.73E-01
1.58E-02
2.61E-09
8.20E-01
99.1
4.21E-02

NOTES:

gr/dscf = grains per dry standard cubic foot
ppmdv = parts per million dry volume
lb/hr = pounds per hour
ng/dscm = nanograms per dry standard cubic meter
µg/dscm = microgramsper dry standard cubic meter
mg/dscm = milligrams per dry standard cubic meter
@ 7% O2 = concentration corrected to 7% oxygen

1
2

Semi-Annual Test Results - May 2010
Test Result
0.12 mg/L
0.25 mg/L

Permit Limit
1 mg/L
5 mg/L

Pass or Fail
Pass
Pass

Semi-Annual Test Results - Sept./Oct. 2010
Constituent
Cadmium
Lead

Test Result
0.60 mg/L
0.25 mg/L

Permit Limit
1 mg/L
5 mg/L

Pass or Fail
Pass
Pass

CONCLUSION
Ash residue does NOT exhibit a hazardous characteristic. As such, it
should continue to be managed as a non-hazardous solid waste.
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3.50E-02
1.90E-03
8.04E+00
3.00E+01
2.50E+01
5.24E+00
>=95
4.00E-01
3.81E-02
4.00E-03
5.80E+01
1.00E-02
1.00E-02
3.16E+00
1.62E+01
5.00E+01
4.88E+00
4.00E-01
1.29E-07
2.80E+01
>=85
1.42E-01

Pass/Fail?
P/F
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Based on three test runs
NYSDEC Title V Permit #7-3142-00028/00009 - Draft Renewal

2010 Ash Residue Charachterization Test
Results
Constituent
Cadmium
Lead

Permit
Limit2
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

Members of the Board
Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency
North Syracuse, New York
We have audited the statements of net assets of the Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency
(“OCRRA”) as of and for the years ended December 31, 2010 and 2009 and the related statements of
revenues, expenses and changes in net assets, and cash flows for the years then ended. These financial
statements are the responsibility of management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency as of December 31, 2010 and 2009, and the
change in its financial position, and its cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated February 28,
2011, on our consideration of OCRRA’s internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters.
The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting
and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over
financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance
with Government Auditing Standards and important for assessing the results of our audit.
The management’s discussion and analysis and the schedule of funding progress are not required parts of
the financial statements but are supplementary information required by the accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America. We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted
principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the
required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion
thereon.

February 28, 2011
Syracuse, New York
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS
BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
Members of the Board
Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency
North Syracuse, New York
We have audited the financial statements of the Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency (“OCRRA”)
as of and for the years ended December 31, 2010 and 2009 and have issued our report thereon dated
February 28, 2011. We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audits, we considered OCRRA’s internal control over financial reporting
as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial
statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of OCRRA’s internal
control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of
OCRRA’s internal control over financial reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or
employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect misstatements
on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies,
that adversely affects OCRRA’s ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, or report financial data
reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles such that there is more than a remote
likelihood that a misstatement of OCRRA’s financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not
be prevented or detected by OCRRA’s internal control.
A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that results
in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be
prevented or detected by OCRRA’s internal control.
Our consideration of internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose described in
the first paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that
might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal
control over financial reporting that we consider to be material weaknesses, as defined above.
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Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether OCRRA’s financial statements are free of
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on
the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with
those provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
The results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be
reported under Government Auditing Standards.
We noted certain matters that we reported to management of OCRRA in a separate letter dated February
28, 2011.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of OCRRA’s management and board of directors
and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

Syracuse, New York
February 28, 2011
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